
 
 

 

DEDICATED RALLY CAR – INFORMATION SHEET 
 

A dedicated rally car can only be used on public roads under the following circumstances: 
 

a) To participate in an official CAMS event. 
b) To drive the vehicle to and from all aspects of that event. 
c) To drive the vehicle to and from official promotional events, including media days and displays. 
d) To drive to and from maintenance/repair establishments.  This may include testing and evaluation. 
e) To use the vehicle for any purpose at the request of the SA CAMS Office. 
 

Please Note: 
 

An owner is responsible for ensuring that the vehicle is in a roadworthy condition at all times.  Therefore, it 
is strongly recommended that a roadworthiness check as well as any required inspection is carried out on 
the vehicle when modifications are completed. 
 

If the Rally Car is Involved in an Accident 
 

1. Notify CAMS accredited scrutineers, Bob Nason, phone 0409 676 649 or Ashley Dunn, phone  0407 
602 730.  Please do this whether or not the accident occurred during rally competition. 

 

2. The accredited scrutineer will examine the rally car.  The Dedicated Rally Car plate and log book will 
be kept by the scrutineer if the damage is extensive.  They will be re-issued when the rally car is 
repaired to the satisfaction of the scrutineer. 

 

3. If all components and equipment are to be transferred to another vehicle or body, a new application 
will have to be lodged, a new approval issued, the vehicle inspected and, upon passing, a new 
Dedicated Rally Car plate issued. 

 

If the Rally Car is Sold  (information for both the existing owner and the purchaser of the vehicle) 
 

1. Complete the CAMS Log Book Transfer of Ownership form as required, Submit the form and the 
Log Book to the SA CAMS office for processing and updating. 

 

2. If the vehicle is NOT going to be Rallied in SA the Dedicated Rally Car plate must be returned to the 
SA CAMS office and a letter confirming the plates being surrendered to CAMS be issued and then 
submitted to DTEI at the time the Ownership is transferred and the Registration is CANCELLED (the 

vehicle can still be used for other forms of motorsport that do not require registration. But the car can NO LONGER be used on public roads) 

 

3. If the Vehicle IS going to continue competing as a Rally car complete the DTEI transfer of ownership 
forms as required and submit at a DTEI office. Produce your updated CAMS vehicle Log book and a 
letter of introduction with the new owners details as proof of CAMS approval towards ownership and 
continued Rally use 

 

Monitoring  ongoing compliance 
 

1. Each year all Dedicated Rally Cars will be inspected by one of the two CAMS SA approved 
scrutineers to ensure compliance with the Technical requirements of the Dedicated Rally Car 
Manual. A List of Dedicated Rally Cars will be supplied to DTEI. This list will be reviewed by CAMS 
SA and the approved scruitineers to ensure these vehicles are competing in CAMS sanctioned 
“Rally” events  during each calendar year and that  those vehicles comply to the technical  
requirements detailed in the manual. 
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